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All forms of tremor movement bear a certain fundamental resem-$
blance to one another, although finer differences are distinguishable.
We recognize, for example, tremors which are fine or coarse, rapid or

slow, rhythmical or arrhythmical. From the etiologic standpoint many
varieties are described by systematic writers, and it is surprising how
few disorders of the nervous system run their course without the
accompaniment of tremor. Indeed, a physiologic form is recognized,
and a slight tremulousness is a common result of muscular fatigue.

In spite of recent advances in neuropathology and a better under-
standing of the correlation of structure and function in the central
nervous system, the anatomic basis of tremor is by no means settled
at the present time.

Many organic affections of the nervous system are associated with
tremor, more especially those involving the cerebellum, the corpus
striatum and their connections with the brain stem. Among these,
paralysis agitans, multiple sclerosis, pseudosclerosis and progressive
lenticular degeneration are especially deserving of mention because of
the constancy and characteristic nature of the tremor and the localiza¬
tion of the lesions.

In the organic group of tremors two distinct clinical types may be
differentiated ; one, the tremor of repose ; the other, appearing only
during the course of movement itself, the so-called "intention tremor."
In the present study I shall consider more especially the relation of
these two forms of tremor to the corpus striatum and the cerebellum
and their occurrence as a combined form—the striocerebellar tremor.

CHRONIC PROGRESSIVE CEREBELLAR TREMOR (DYSSYNERGIA
CEREBELLARIS PROGRESSIVA)

Some years ago, under the title 1 given above, I directed attention
to a chronic progressive tremor disturbance, which I regarded as a

definite clinical type of organic nervous disease.

*Read in abstract at the Forty-Eighth Annual Meeting of the American
Neurological Association, Washington, D. C., May, 1922.

1. Hunt, Ramsay: Dyssynergia Cerebellaris Progressiva, a Chronic Pro-
gressive Form of Cerebella Tremor, Brain 37:247, 1914-1915.
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The symptomatology was characterized by generalized intention
tremors, which began as a local manifestation and gradually extended
to the whole voluntary muscular system. Associated with the tremor
disturbance were the characteristic manifestations of cerebellar disease :

dyssynergia, dysmetria, adiadokokinesis, hypotonia and asthenia. In all
other respects the neurologic examination was essentially negative.

Three cases were described in my original communication, all similar
in their general course and symptomatology, differing only in degree
and the duration of the disease.

The intention tremor, which was the striking and characteristic
symptom of the disease, began in one extremity and progressed slowly,
involving gradually and successively the remaining portions of the body.
There was a coarse, irregular atactiform shaking on attempting any
movement. The tremor movement was slow, ranging from three to
five vibrations a second. Both the rate and amplitude were increased
by mental and physical activity. It was diminished or ceased entirely
in a relaxed or recumbent posture and was consequently absent during
sleep. After paroxyms of prolonged motor agitation some after-tremor
persisted, even during rest.

The whole course of the disease was chronic and slowly progressive,
and the motor life became more and more restricted. Once established,
the tremor never disappeared except during rest.

The clinical picture in this group of cases was characteristic of a

disturbance of the cerebellar mechanism. Furthermore, the disorder
progressed gradually, in the manner of an organic degenerative disease,
and on the basis of these clinical observations I postulated a progressive
degeneration of certain cells or fiber systems of the cerebellar mechanism
as the probable pathology of the disease, the exact localization of which
must await the results of pathologic investigation.

Since this statement was made my conception of the nature and
symptomatology of this group of cases has been considerably enlarged
by further clinical and pathologic investigations.

I have had occasion to observe another clinical group which com¬

bined the symptomatology of dyssynergia-cerebellaris progressiva (pro¬
gressive cerebellar tremor) and myoclonus epilepsy.2 There was the
progressive dyssynergia and intention tremor characteristic of a cere¬

bellar disorder, in association with epilepsy and myoclonus. In this
group, as in the original group of cases uncomplicated by myoclonus
epilepsy, the extremities showed the greatest degree of involvement.

2. Hunt, Ramsay: Dyssynergia Cerebellaris Myoclonica \p=m-\Primary
Atrophy of the Dentate System; a Contribution to the Pathology and Symp-
tomatology of the Cerebellum, Brain 44:490, 1921.
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The association of cerebellar dyssynergia and myoclonus epilepsy
suggests the occurrence of two independent nervous disorders in one

person. Such a combination, however, is rare and shows merely a

predisposition to the two disorders in the same person ; it does not
necessarily indicate any essential relationship between them.

On the other hand, little is known at the present time of the
pathology and localization of myoclonus. Its occurrence, therefore, in
conjunction with a special type of cerebellar disease, of which I have
observed six cases, is not without interest, and may have a deeper
pathologic significance than might first appear.

This form of dyssynergia, which I termed dyssynergia cerebellaris
myoclonica, was also observed in association with Friedreich's ataxia, a

combined cerebellospinal involvement, which is not infrequent in the
history of cerebellar system disease. In one of these cases studies of
the pathology were made, which throw considerable light on the origin
and anatomic basis of the cerebellar portion of the symptomatology.
As a result of these investigations, the progressive dyssynergia and
intention tremor was referred to an atrophy of the efferent dentate
system of the cerebellum, and this system was regarded as the essential
neural mechanism underlying the production of the cerebellar or inten¬
tion tremor.

Pathologic Changes.—The important and essential lesion of the
cerebellum was an atrophy of the motor cells of the corpus dentatum
and the superior cerebellar peduncles. There was no atrophy of other
cerebellar systems, and none of the nucleus ruber. The lesions of the
cerebellar mechanism were, therefore, confined to the short and impor¬
tant internuncial common pathway which conveys efferent impulses
from the cerebellum to the spinal cord.

The relation of organic tremor to the cerebellar mechanism was

emphasized some years ago by Gordon Holmes.3 He reported a series
of cases of organic cerebral disease which, while in many respects
dissimilar, had one symptom in common—a tremor, which presented
the following characteristics :

In every case it was found that the patient was unable to voluntarily check
the movement for more than the shortest space of time, and often the attempt
to inhibit it only resulted in increase or accentuation of the range. In addi¬
tion to the tremor proper, which may be described as static, as it occurred
independently of voluntary or reflex movement of the part, volitional move¬

ment of the limb affected was in every case complicated by an irregularity of
the intention tremor type, as met with in disseminated sclerosis, that is, the
range of deviation from the direct line of the movement increased as the
completion of the act purposed was approached.

3. Holmes, Gordon: Certain Tremors in Organic Cerebral Lesions, Brain
27:327, 1904.
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In no case did the tremor persist during sleep. It also ceased when
the limb involved lay at complete rest, so that each of its segments was

individually supported. The lesions, so far as could be determined,
were localized in the dorsal or tegmental region of the midbrain, some¬

times extending forward into the optic thalamus. Holmes described in
detail the nucleus ruber and its connections and concluded with the
statement that "It seems from anatomical and other considerations that
it is to some involvement of this system that the tremor above described
is to be attributed."

The general resemblance of the type of tremor described by Holmes
to that presented by my patients with dyssynergia cerebellaris pro¬
gressiva (chronic progressive cerebellar tremor) is evident. In the
group of cases which I described, however, the tremor was mono-

symptomatic, while in the group described by Holmes it was one among
other organic symptoms.

The coexistence in this group of cases of symptomatic features
characteristic of both striatal and cerebellar tremor may be pointed out,
and will be discussed more in detail. The following case was originally
described in my clinical study of dyssynergia cerebellaris progressiva
(chronic progressive cerebellar tremor). Death occurred thirteen years
after the onset of the tremor, and opportunity was afforded for
histologie study of the central nervous system.

REPORT OF A CASE

Chronic progressive striocerebellar tremor associated ivith cirrhosis of the
liver (tremor type of the hcpatocerebral degeneration).

History.—A woman, aged 40, had volitional tremor of the left arm. One
year later a similar tremor of the right arm developed, which was followed
by gradual extension to the musculature of the head, trunk and lower
extremities. The clinical picture was one of generalized coarse, ataxic tremor
when the patient attempted to move, which ceased during rest. A study of
the motility revealed also a disturbance of the cerebellar function. There
was dysmetria, dyssynergia, hypotonia, adiadokokinesis and asthenia ; other¬
wise neurologic examination was negative. The chief symptom was gen¬
eralized dyssynergia with tremor movements on intention.

Tremor : When the patient lay in the recumbent posture with the body
completely relaxed and the head supported by a soft pillow, there was no
movement.

The slightest attempt at innervation, such as fixation of the eyes, a move¬
ment of the hand, a simple flexion of the extremities, or even attempts to
speak or smile, produced tremor, which was increased by any attempt at
repression.

Mental excitement and effort also aggravated the tremor. The automatic
act of respiration alone, when the patient was quiet and relaxed, did not
produce a tremor; however, during the more violent exacerbations of tremor
the respiratory movements were sometimes jerky and arrhythmical.

The favorite position of the patient while sitting was leaning forward,
resting the head, arms and upper portion of the body on a table. In this
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position she often remained for long periods perfectly quiet and relaxed,
unless she was questioned or her attention attracted, when more or less
violent tremors immediately resulted. While sitting quietly in a chair before
the examiner with the arms resting on the lap, the tremor was confined to
nodding and shaking of the head, some facial movement and oscillations of
the body, but mental excitement or a slight attempt at voluntary innervation,
such as speech or movements of the fingers, apparently disturbed the balance
and adjustment of the patient, and violent tremors resulted.

There was no true nystagmus. If, however, the tremor was checked by
holding the head, tremor occasionally reappeared in the eyes. Such oscilla¬
tions, however, were not obtained by fixation of an object with the eyes. The
overflow of tremor also occurred when movements of an upper or lower
extremity were forcibly checked.

The tremor of the extremities was of the volitional or intention type, and
consisted of a coarse ataxic shaking and tossing of the extremities rather
than a true rhythmical tremor, although in certain positions this ataxic shak¬
ing assumed a more or less rhythmical character.

On attempting to place the index finger on the tip of the nose, the arm

was jerked and thrown about with ataxic violence, the motor agitation sub¬
siding and becoming less severe when the object of the movement was finally
attained. On attempting to place the heel on the knee in the recumbent
posture, the same coarse volitional disturbances appeared, and when the leg
was elevated, as in the arm, a violent ataxic tremor developed. Closure of
the eyes had no appreciable influence on the extent or character of the
movements.

Speech was slow and scanning and was frequently broken and interrupted
by violent explosive efforts and utterances. Under excitement these brusque
explosive discharges rendered it almost unintelligible. The speech disturbance
was evidently caused by the same disharmony which characterized the other
muscular efforts. During the act of articulation there were associated tremor¬
like contractions of the facial movements, and the tremor of the head was

much exaggerted.
On standing, the general tremor was much increased, the legs shook, the

trunk oscillated, the head was in constant movement, and the arms were tossed
and hurled about in the most bizzare fashion. Chewing and swallowing aggra¬
vated the tremor, which added to the difficulty of taking nourishment. Static
equilibrium was well maintained even on a narrow base, and closure of the
eyes in this position had no apparent effect on posture or the intensity and
character of the tremor. For some years all finer movements of the hands
had been impossible, and the handwriting* had been reduced to illegible scrawls
and scratches. If the patient had had an exciting or fatiguing day, some

after-tremor might persist for several hours, even during the period of rest.
Hypotonia : The muscles were well developed and free from atrophy. They

were, however, soft and flabby to the touch and there was a definite hypo¬
tonia. The joints were relaxed and flaccid and were sometimes overextended.
The Stewart-Holmes sign of hypotonia was also constantly present in the
upper extremities, that is, the failure of rebound when flexion of the arm was

resisted and suddenly relaxed.
Dysmetria and Dyssynergia : There was a distinct disturbance of ability

to measure, regulate and harmonize voluntary movements in the extremities.
Adiadokokinesis : This was present in both upper extremities.
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Sensation : The general sensations both superficial (touch, pain and tem¬
perature) and deep (muscular and articular) were normal. There was no
demonstrable defect in the ability to distinguish the relative difference of
weights placed in the hands.

Vision, the sense of smell, taste and hearing were normal.
Reflexes: The tendon reflexes of the upper extremities (supinator, biceps

and triceps) were present, not exaggerated, and equal on the two sides. The
reflex of the jaw was present and not exaggerated. Knee and ankle reflexes
were present on both sides; they were of equal intensity and not exaggerated.
The abdominal reflexes were present and equal. The plantar reflex gave a
normal flexor response on both sides, and the Babinski reflex had not been
demonstrable during the many years of observation in the hospital.

Cranial Nerves : The pupils were equal and reacted promptly to light
and accommodation ; the pupillary skin reflexes were normal.

Ophthalmoscopic examination revealed normal optic nerves ; no signs of
neuritis or pallor of the disk. The ocular excursions were normal; there was
no true nystagmus. The innervation of the facial muscles, the muscles of
mastication, soft palate and tongue were normal, but produced marked tremor
disturbances. ,

Course of Illness.—The patient remained under observation in the Montefiore
Home up to the time of her death, Nov. 1, 1920. During this period there
were no essential changes in the character of the clinical picture as originally
described in my paper in 1914. The tremor disturbance, which was the domi¬
nating symptom of the disorder, persisted and slowly increased in severity.
There were no paralysis, no sensory disturbances, no spasticities or rigidities.
At no time did I observe any paralysis of automatic associated movements of
the paralysis agitans type—which was in harmony with the absence of all
muscular rigidity. The tendon and skin reflexes were normal and equal on
the two sides. The Babinski reflex was absent. There were no areas of
pigmentation of the skin or of the corneal margin. With the progress of the
disease mental deterioration and emotional instability were noted. The men¬
tal changes, however, were not of a severe character; memory and judgment
were retained, and there were no delusions or hallucinations. In the emo¬
tional sphere there was at times depression, and occasionally a slight degree
of euphoria was noted.

Necropsy Findings.—Necropsy revealed the typical lesions of pseudosclerosis
associated with nodular cirrhosis of the liver, similar in appearance to that
described by Wilson ' in progressive lenticular degeneration.

The central lesions were most marked in the lenticular nuclei, the cerebellum
and pons varolii. In all of these neural structures there was some breaking
down with cavity formation. There was, however, no evidence of inflammatory
reaction. The Alzheimer glia cells which characterize the histologie lesions of
pseudosclerosis were distributed extensively throughout the brain. There was
no degeneration of the spinal cord.

COMMENT

The character of the pathologic lesions in this case—the nodular
cirrhosis of the liver and the histologie changes in the central nervous

system—serve to identify it with the group of the hepatocerebral
4. Wilson, Kinnier: Progressive Lenticular Degeneration: a Familial

Nervous Disease Associated with Cirrhosis of the Liver, Brain 34:290, 1912.
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degeneraions.5 The tremor character of the clinical picture, however,
distinguishes this from the other recognized clinical types, namely,
the progressive lenticular degeneration of Kinnier Wilson, the tetanoid
chorea of Gowers, the pseudosclerosis of Westphal and the dystonia
lenticularis as described by Thomalla 6 and Wimmer.7 I would, there¬
fore, regard it as a tremor type of the hepatocerebral degenerations.8
I have considered this phase of the subject elsewhere, and I refer to it
because of the peculiar nature of the tremor, which in the light of the
clinical features and pathologic findings may be interpreted as a com¬

bined striocerebellar tremor. There were well marked lesions in the
lenticular neuclei on both sides and extensive involvement of the cere¬

bellum and midbrain as well. The lesions, therefore, were not only
distributed in the corpus striatum and the cerebellum, but also in the
region of their connections with important nuclei of the brain stem.
The lesions of pseudosclerosis, because of their diffuse character, are

not adapted to any exact correlation of structure and function. There
can be no question, however, as to the predominating involvement of
the striatal and cerebellar mechanisms in this case and to the dominating
importance of tremor (striocerebellar) in the clinical picture.

Therefore, the small clinical group which I isolated some years ago
as chronic progressive cerebellar tremor (dyssynergia cerebellaris pro¬
gressiva) may be modified as a result of subsequent pathologic study.
In one group, dyssynergia cerebellaris myoclonica, the cerebellar tremor
is part of a general cerebellar disorder and may be correlated with an

atrophy of the efferent dentate system of the cerebellum. In the other
group the tremor disturbance is not purely cerebellar, but is a mixed
striocerebellar tremor associated with the central lesions of pseudo¬
sclerosis (tremor type of the hepatocerebral degeneration). It is prob¬
able that further pathologic investigations will shed still more light on

this interesting and comparatively rare group of organic nervous

disorders.
THE RELATION OF THE STRIATAL MECHANISM TO TREMOR

(STRIATAL TREMOR)
The relation of tremor to the striatal mechanism is now an accepted

fact of symptomatology. There may be differences of opinion as to the

5. Hall, H. C.: La degenerescence hepato-lenticulaire, maladie de Wilson-$
pseudo-sclerose, 1921, p. 160.

6. Thomalla: Ein Fall von Torsionsspasmus mit Sektions befund und
seine. Beziehung zur Athetose Double, Wilson's Krankheit und Pseudo\x=req-\
Sclerose, Ztschr. f. d. ges. Neurol. u. Psychiat. 41:311, 1918.

7. Wimmer: Etudes sur les syndromes extra-pyramidaux, spasme de tor-
sion progressif infantile, Rev. neurol. 28:952, 1921.

8. Hunt, Ramsay: The Tremor Type of the Hepato-Cerebral Degenera-
tion, Trans Assn. Am. Phys. 37: 1922.
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exact character of the tremor and the rôle of this organ in its produc¬
tion, but practically all authorities agree that a rhythmical tremor is
one of the cardinal symptoms of the corpus striatum.

Kinnier Wilson was among the first to establish this relationship in
his analysis of the symptomatology of progressive lenticular degen¬
eration.4 Previous to this, however, a number of isolated reports had
shown that rhythmical tremor of the paralysis agitans type occasionally
follows striatal lesions (Démange,9 Rhein and Potts10).

According to Wilson, the tremor of progressive lenticular degenera¬
tion is slow, consisting of from four to six oscillations to the second,
and is increased both by voluntary movement and psychic stimuli. It
ceases during rest and is more marked in the distal portion of the
extremities. The same character of tremor was noted by Sawyer,
Cassirer n and Pollock 12 in cases of Wilson's disease. In Stoecker's 13

case, however, while the tremor was increased during movement and
was therefore an action tremor, it was also present at rest (tremor of
repose). This combination of a tremor of repose and action tremor
will be referred to later in the discussion on the combined form of
striocerebellar tremor.

In 1915, I described as primary atrophy of the pallidal system14 a

group of cases with characteristic pathologic lesions presenting the
symptomatology of paralysis agitans. In one case of juvenile type,
in which the disease had existed for twenty years, histologie examina¬
tion was made of the central nervous system, with special reference to
the corpus striatum, the cerebellum and their connections with the
brain stem. As a result of these studies, I concluded that juvenile
paralysis agitans is a system disease, the essential lesion of which is
atrophy of the large motor cells of the corpus striatum (pallidal
system).

In this case the lesion was strictly limited to the essential motor

system of the corpus striatum. The tremor, therefore, may be regarded
9. Demange: Contribution a l'\l=e'\tude tremblements prae et post-hemi-

plegique, Rev. de m\l=e'\d. 2:371, 1883.
10. Rhein and Potts: Post-Apoplectic Tremor; Symmetrical Areas of

Softening in Both Lenticular Nuclei and External Capsules, J. Nerv. & Ment.
Dis. 46:757, 1917.

11. Cassirer: Ein Fall von Progressive Linsenskern Erkrankung, Neurol.
Centralbl. 32:1284, 1913.

12. Pollock: The Pathology of the Nervous System in a Case of Progres-
sive Lenticular Degeneration, J. Nerv. & Ment. Dis. 46:401, 1917.

13. Stoecker: Ein Fall von Fortschreitender Lenticular Degeneration,
Ztschr. f. d. ges. Neurol. u. Psychiat. 15:251, 1913.

14. Hunt, Ramsay: Primary Atrophy of the Pallidal System. A Contri-
bution to the Functions of the Corpus Striatum, Brain 40:58, 1917; Arch. Int.
Med. 22:647, 1918.
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as representative of the striatal type of tremor. It was slow and
rhythmical with from four to six vibrations a second and was increased
by mental excitement and physical activity. It was present during rest
and was therefore a tremor of repose. It was increased at the beginning
of purposive movements, but was not of the intention tremor type, and
ceased entirely toward the end of an intentional movement; and while
the tremor was increased during movement, there was not the atactiform
uncertainty and other cerebellar components of the true intention
tremor.

The tremor disturbance was generally distributed, and all of the
extremities were affected, including the head. Typical pill-rolling
movements of the fingers were present; if suppressed in one part, the
tremor made its appearance in some other part of the body.

In the earlier years of the disease, the tremor was coarse and at
times violent, more especially during the stress of emotion or attempted
movement. As the malady progressed and the extremities became fixed
by postural rigidities, the severity of the tremor gradually lessened.

The clinical characteristics of tremor resulting from a lesion of the
corpus striatum may therefore be summarized as follows : Tremor
occurs spontaneously and is slow and rhythmical in character. It may
be increased by mental excitement and physical activity, and persists
during rest (tremor of repose). If checked in one extremity, there
is a tendency for its reappearance in other parts of the body (overflow
of the tremor). Although subject to variation, it has the same tempo
in all parts where tremor is present.

The mechanism underlying the production of striatal tremor is still
one of the mooted questions of pathologic physiology. I regard it as

a release phenomenon resulting from loss of striatal control and the
expression of spontaneous activity in certain infrastriatal centers of
the extrapyramidal system. It is, therefore, primarily a disorder of
motility in the paleokinetic sphere and in this sense analogous to chorea
and athetoid movement.

In a previous study of the corpus striatum,15 evidence was presented
showing that the corpus striatum is a motor organ for the control of
automatic associated movement, just as the rolandic area controls move¬

ment of the isolated synergic type. Two neural systems were recog¬
nized in the striatum: a large cell motor system (pallidal system)
controlling movements of the automatic associated type, and a small cell
system (neostriatal system) exercising an inhibitory and coordinating
function. Destruction of the pallidal system was identified with the

15. Hunt, Ramsay: The Efferent Pallidal System of the Corpus Striatum.
A Consideration of Its Functions and Symptomatology, Trans. Am. Neurol.
Assn., 1917, p. 10; J. Nerv. & Ment. Dis. 46:44, 1917.
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syndrome of paralysis agitans and loss of the neostriatal system with
chorea. The variegated symptomatology of this region was therefore
attributed to an admixture of the clinical manifestations of these two
syndromes.

The corpus striatum through the medium of its efferent pallidal
system has important connections with subsidiary motor centers of
the midbrain and hypothalamic region, among the more important of
which may be mentioned the nucleus ruber, the locus niger and the
corpus subthalamicum. Any break in the striospinal system causes a

paralysis of automatic associated movement and releases the infrastriatal
motor centers from control, with the development of rhythmical tremor
and hypertonicity (rigidity). The mechanism is similar to that of the
development of clonus and hypertonicity (spasticity) following lesions
of the rolandic area of the cerebral cortex (neokinetic system).

Tremor and clonus resemble one another in many respects, and both
tremor manifestations are, I believe, referable to the kinetic system, one

due to a release of the paleokinetic, and the other of the neokinetic,
mechanism.

Relation of Striatal Tremor to the Kinetic System,—I have already
presented at some length my views on the duality of function of the
motor system.16 According to this conception, the efferent nervous

system, both cerebrospinal and vegetative, consists of two components
which are anatomically and physiologically distinct. One component is
the kinetic system, which controls the movement proper ; the other is the
static system, which regulates the postural function of the contractile
mechanism.

According to this conception, the kinetic system controls the disk
mechanism of skeletal muscles, and the static system the sarcoplasm.
The essential function of the kinetic system and the fibrillar structure
of the muscle fiber is movement. The essential function of the static
system and the sarcoplasmic structure of muscle is fixation or posture.

In the symptomatology of motor disorders certain manifestations are

referable to the kinetic system and others to the static system; and
while in any disorder of motility both systems participate, it is usually
possible to indicate one or the other as the essential factor involved.
These two systems of motility also play a rôle, I believe, in the pro¬
duction of organic tremor. The striatal tremor is related to the kinetic
system and the cerebellar tremor to the static mechanism.

Relation of the Cerebellar Meclianism to Tremor (Cerebellar
Tremor).—For many years, tremor has been a well recognized, although

16. Hunt, Ramsay: The Static and Kinetic Systems of Motility, Arch.
Neurol. & Psychiat. 4:353 (Oct.) 1920. The Static or Posture System and Its
Relation to Postural Hypertonic States of the Skeletal Muscles, Neurol Bull.
3:207, 1921.
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inconstant, symptom of cerebellar disease. Cerebellar tremor is of the
so-called intention type, resembling in character the tremor of multiple
sclerosis. It is associated with other manifestations of a disorder of
cerebellar function, for example, dysmetria and adiadokokinesis, and is
only an extreme manifestation in the extremities of the underlying
disorder of muscle synergy (asynergia) which is the fundamental
symptom of a cerebellar disease. It has the character of a coarse ataxia
and in contradistinction to the tremor of paralysis agitans is always
absent during rest. It is, therefore, never a tremor of repose. The
tremor manifestation is coarse and arrhythmical, beginning with move¬

ment and increasing as the object is approached. The latter feature of
the cerebellar tremor should be particularly emphasized as an important
difference between the so-called action tremor, which is sometimes
observed during the movement of the extremity in paralysis agitans,
and which diminishes and usually ceases as the object of the movement
is approached. This peculiar feature of the cerebellar tremor is, I
believe, dependent on the nature of cerebellar function and its relation
to the static system.

According to the view which I have previously expressed, the
essential central organ of the static component of the efferent system is
the cerebellum. All higher impulses subserving the static or posture
function of motility pass to this organ for final integration. In this
conception the cerebellum is regarded as the great central ganglion for
the coordination of posture synergy in contradistinction to motion
synergy, which is under the control of the kinetic system.

A lesion of the cerebellar mechanism therefore disturbs the posture
function of motility, the symptoms of which are dyssynergia, dysmetria,
adiodokokinesis and tremor, and in this sense the cerebellar tremor is
primarily postural in its origin. In any series of movement there is an

accompanying series of posture which serves to reinforce the stability
and accuracy of movement itself. Posture follows movement like a

shadow, and without it movement loses its perfection of control and
direction. The intention tremor is a particularly exquisite example of
a loss of postural control. It is present only during movement and is
especially active at the end of movement, when the posture system is
more especially called into action. For this reason there is an atactiform
tremor disturbance when an attempt is made to place the finger tip on

the nose, which increases as the final act of posture is reached.
I believe, therefore, that the so-called cerebellar tremor is related

primarily to a disorder of the static system, the coarse tremor move¬

ments being simply compensatory manifestations in the kinetic sphere.
Striocerebellar Tremor.—The disorder of motility to which I now

direct attention presents the characteristics of both a striatal and
cerebellar tremor. There is the spontaneous rhythmical tremor char-
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acteristic of a striatal disorder in association with the intention tremor
of cerebellar disease. Sometimes one component, sometimes the other,
dominates the clinical picture, and there is also considerable variation in
the degree and localization of the tremor disturbance.

In the group of cases described by Gordon Holmes, already alluded
to, in which the lesions were localized in the tegmental region of the
midbrain, both of these components of organic tremor were evidently
present. In Case 1, in which symptoms were indicative of a vascular
lesion of the midbrain, the description of the tremor was as follows :

Except when the limb was at perfect rest and so supported that each seg¬
ment bore its own weight, there was constantly slow clonic tremor of one or

other part of it, but more marked at the distal than at the proximal joints.
Frequently the adducted fingers were flexed and extended at their basal joints,
the index finger rubbing against the opposed thumb, which was in syn¬
chronous tremor. Often it was flexion or extension of the hand at the wrist,
or flexion and extension, but more frequently pronation and supination at
the elbow. Movements were less frequently visible at the shoulder.

Similar tremor was occasionally to be observed in the left lower extremity,
and, as in the arm, more frequently at the distal than at the proximal joints.
It most often took the form of extension and flexion of the foot.

The character of the tremor was constant, no matter in which portion of
either limb it was observed. It was remarkably regular in rate, and varied
very little in amplitude, so that the movement of the limb, as long as only
one group of muscles was involved, was essentially regular and rhythmical,
but as more than one group was frequently at one time in action, the resultant
movement was often a compound tremor. It was slow in rate, from two and
a half to three oscillations per second, and of considerable amplitude.

It always ceased during sleep and when the limb was allowed to lie at
rest, so supported that each portion bore its own weight. If any part of the
limb was allowed to hang passively (as the hand when the limb was held
up by the forearm), the tremor immediately began at the most proximal joint
of the unsupported portion. It was increased by any excitement or agitation
on the part of the patient, and by movement of the opposite limb. The move¬

ments could only be inhibited for a very short time. Voluntary movements
of the limb were complicated by wide irregularities of the intention tremor
type, but there was no other affection of co-ordination.

This description is characteristic of a striatal tremor, the last
sentence indicating, however, the admixture of a cerebellar element.

In the second case reported by Holmes, in which the clinical diag¬
nosis was vascular lesion of the left side of the midbrain, the description
of the tremor was as follows :

Both right limbs were affected by tremor when they did not lie at per¬
fect rest with their muscles completely relaxed, but it also came on when
each portion of the limb was not so supported as to bear its own weight.
Thus, it was rarely to be observed as the limbs lay in bed and the patient
was quiet and unexcited. It might occur at any joint, but in both arm and leg
was more frequent at the distal.
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The most constant movement was flexion and extension of the hand or

of the fingers at the metacarpophalangeal joints, but there was also often
adduction and abduction of the fingers, and occasionally the thumb might be
moved against and simultaneously with the forefinger. In the leg flexion
and extension of the ankle was most frequently observed, also similar move¬
ment of the toes, but various movements at the more proximal joints were
often present.

The tremor was generally compound, that is, it was rarely limited to one

group of muscles and their antagonists, so that the limb was, as a rule,
simultaneously moved at two or more joints. It never persisted long in
any group of muscles. The clonic contractions of each group of muscles
involved were essentially regular in rate but relatively slow, from 3 to 3lA
per second, and the range of the movements was more or less regular but
considerable, i. e., the tremor was slow and coarse. It ceased everywhere
during sleep and was increased in amplitude but not in rate by excitement
or agitation and by forcible movement of the fellow limb. The patient was
unable to check it voluntarily except by allowing the limb to fall relaxed in
perfect rest. There was marked intention tremor of both right limbs, i. e.,
abrupt deviations from the direct line of movement increasing toward the
completion of the voluntary act.

Here again there is present an admixture of both the striatal and
cerebellar elements of tremor.

In Case 3 the diagnosis was a left-sided cerebellar tumor with
evidences of extension to the midbrain. The tremor manifestations
were as follows :

From this time till his death, about three weeks later, there was almost
constantly tremor in all four limbs. It only ceased during sleep, or when
the muscles were quite relaxed and the limbs so supported that each segment
bore its own weight. The tremor commenced at once when any of the mus¬
cles were put in tension or brought into action, as when part of either limb
was allowed to hang over the edge of the bed, or when it was held up in
the observer's hand. It was easily made out that the series of oscillations
were due to alternate contraction of the one group of muscles and its antag¬
onists, i. e., that the movements comprised a true tremor. If the limbs were
left in a suitable position it seemed as if the tremor would persist indefinitely.
It was forcible and not easily checked, and showed very little tendency to
overflow into other groups of muscles when passively stopped in one set.
As two or more movements might simultaneously occur, the resultant move-
mentment of the limb was often compound. The upper extremities were more
affected than the lower, and the left limbs very much more than the right.
In the upper limbs the movements most frequently observed were flexion and
extension or pronation and supination of the elbows, flexion and extension
of the wrists, and flexion and extension or abduction and adduction of the
fingers, which generally remained extended at interphalangeal joints. In
the lower extremities flexion and extension of the ankles and similar move¬
ments of the toes were the most frequently present, but there were also often
similar oscillations of the thigh round the hip joint and of the leg at the knees.

The tremor was in every part regular in rate, about five to six oscillations
per second, and the rate did not seem to vary, no matter what part of any
limb was affected. It may be described as coarse, i. e., of large amplitude
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and the range of oscillation often changed in a more or less rhythmical man¬

ner, i. e., the range of successive oscillations would slowly increase to a

certain point and then slowly decrease. Consequently the tremor must be
described as irregular in range. He was unable voluntarily to inhibit the
tremor, and its amplitude was increased by an excitement or agitation, or

by forcible movement of the opposite limbs. The finer voluntary movements,
too, were complicated by ataxia and irregularity of the intention-tremor type,
so that he scarcely found it possible to bring his hand to his face.

The character of the tremor in Holmes' series of nine cases is
similar to the tremor disturbance in my case of pseudosclerosis with
cirrhosis of the liver. They all show clearly the dual symptomatology
of the striocerebellar tremor. Evidences of the combined form of
organic tremor may also be found elsewhere in medical literature.

The so-called Benedikt's syndrome 17 is not without interest in this
relation. This is a syndrome caused by a lesion of the tegmental
region of the crus cerebri, the clinical characteristics of which are third
nerve palsy with crossed hemianesthesia and hemitremor of the
paralysis agitans type. Peinar,18 in his monograph on tremor, states
that an.analysis of the literature shows considerable variation in the
character of the tremor disturbance in Benedikt's syndrome, and that
the tremor movements are often more of the intention type.

Peinar also states that the tremor of multiple sclerosis may
occasionally present the characteristics of a tremor of repose in addition
to the intention element, and that this polymorphous type of tremor is
especially likely to occur in pseudosclerosis. Strümpell,19 in 1897,
analyzed the symptomatology of pesudosclerosis and gave the diagnostic
criteria by which it could be differentiated from multiple sclerosis. He
stated that the tremor is both rhythmical and of the intention type.

Hoeslin and Alzheimer 20 in their study on pseudosclerosis state that
the tremor is of the intention type but that it also occurs frequently
during repose.

One of Oppenheim's 21 patients had a tremor of repose in the right
hand and a tremor of the intention type in the left. In another case

17. Benedikt: Nerven pathologie 2:74.
18. Pelnar, Josef : Das Zittern, Ztschr. f. d. ges Neurol. u. Psychiat. 8: 1913.
19. Str\l=u"\mpell: Die Westphalsche Pseudo-Sklerose und \l=u"\berdiffuse Hirn-$

sklerose, insbesondere bei Kindern, Deutsch. Ztschr. f. Nervenheilk. 2:115,
1897-1898.

20. Hoeslin and Alzheimer: Ein Beitrag zur Klinik und Pathol. Anat. der
Westphal-Str\l=u"\mpelschen Pseudo-sclerose, Ztschr. f. d. ges. Neurol. u. Psychiat.
8:183, 1912.

21. Oppenheim: Zur Pseudo-Sclerose, Neurol. Centralbl. 33:1202, 1914.
Differential Diagnose Zwischen der Multiplen sclerose und der Pseudo-sclerose,
Ztschr. f. Nervenheilk. 56:332, 1917.
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the tremor was described as of large amplitude, existing during repose
and appearing also on intentional movement.

Nature and Localization of Striocerebellar Tremor.—From the fore¬
going description and quotations, I think there can be little doubt as to
the existence of a tremiform disorder of motility which combines the
elements of striatal and cerebellar tremor. The striocerebellar tremor

appears in the course of pseudosclerosis, more rarely in multiple
sclerosis, and is not infrequently observed after inflammatory, vascular
and neoplastic lesions in the region of the midbrain. This is the
meeting place of the efferent systems of the corpus striatum (pallidal
system) and the cerebellum (dentate system), which converge and
terminate in relation to the ganglionic masses of this region, of which
the nucleus ruber is an especially important constituent.

Holmes was inclined to attribute the tremor disturbance in his
group of cases to a lesion in the cerebellorubrospinal system, and more

especially to its cerebellorubral portion. According to the view which
I have expressed, this would account only for the cerebellar component.
The striatal element I would refer to a lesion of the striorubrospinal
system.

In the present state of our knowledge it would be unwise to limit
our anatomic conceptions in the interpretation of organic tremor to the
rubral connections of the corpus striatum and cerebellum. There are

many other important nuclear structures in this region subserving a

motor function, which Edinger has grouped under the general term,
nucleus motorius tegmenti. The striatum and cerebellum both par¬
ticipate in the control of these subsidiary centers, so that for the present
our conception should include both striatal and cerebellar components
of this supraspinal mechanism. I would, therefore, modify Edinger's
generalization of a nucleus motorius tegmenti to include both a kinetic
and static representation—the corpus striatum controlling the kinetic
component, and the cerebellum its static counterpart.

In line with this conception I would regard the striocerebellar tremor
as representing a disorder of both systems, the striatal component of
tremor being referable to the kinetic system and the cerebellar to the
static mechanism.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, therefore, I would postulate the existence of a com¬

bined form of organic tremor caused by the involvement of separate
neural mechanisms. We recognize combined forms of palsy, central
and peripheral, pallidal15 and pyramidal, as well as combined forms of
sensory disturbances due to simultaneous involvement of more than one

system. In this category I would place the striocerebellar tremor
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